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“Investments in life saving research, patient access to medicines, and future innovation could be at risk.”

- Ad sponsored by the trade association PhRMA opposing legislation to lower drug prices

This is the claim — the threat the pharmaceutical industry has been hiding behind for decades. Multinational drug corporations tell us that if we do anything to curb their ability to dictate prices on brand drugs, research and development will dry up, innovation will grind to a halt, valuable new drugs will not come to market, and patients will die as a result.

This report examines the well-worn claim from the pharmaceutical industry and documents why it is specious.

Underpinning this analysis is a fundamental fact: No one cares more about innovation than patients. We represent patients with incurable cancers, patients who rely on drugs to manage chronic conditions that come with difficult side effects, patients who are taking old drugs like insulin that should have more modern, less expensive options.

Patients want innovation, but we also want balance. The most innovative drug in the world is worthless if it is not affordable and accessible. So we seek to maintain the pipeline for true innovation while ensuring prices are within reach of individuals and society.

The fact is, people in the United States are dying right now not only because there are no treatments for certain diseases, but also because existing drugs are too expensive. Indeed, more than 1.1 million Medicare patients could die over the next decade because they cannot afford to pay for their current prescription medications.

An enormous body of research supports the fact that lower prices for drugs result in better adherence to prescriptions and therefore better health. Analyses from the Congressional Budget Office support this conclusion.

So the question we explore is this: Can we constrain drug corporations’ unfettered pricing power in the United States and still get the innovation we seek? We look at Big Pharma’s argument as a starting point.

---


PHARMA’S INNOVATION ARGUMENT

The drug corporations’ argument can be summarized as follows: Research and development is risky and expensive.\(^5\) When investors look to fund projects, they don’t care if they make money on cell phones or cell therapy. So, if we limit the ability of drug corporations to charge whatever prices they want when research succeeds, investors will find something else to fund and cutting-edge cures will be left behind. They point to other countries that negotiate prices that have fewer drugs available as proof that patients will lose access to innovation if we restrain prices by any amount.

The argument seems to make sense on its face. But when you look more closely, it doesn’t hold up. Here’s why.

1. Experts agree that some reduction in pharmaceutical revenue and profit is clearly possible without harming innovation.

There is little doubt that if we zeroed out profits in the pharmaceutical industry—or any industry for that matter — innovation would suffer at some point as profits declined. But we’re not arguing for policy proposals that zero out profits — not even close. We’re advocating for a system that better balances fair prices and profit with innovation.

“When the biopharma industry says that any change to drug pricing is going to destroy the innovation engine, that’s not really true.”

So says Dr. Craig Garthwaite, a recognized microeconomist, research professor in hospital and health services, and director of the Program on Healthcare at the Kellogg School of Management at Northwestern University.\(^6\) He has looked closely at this question, and his research demonstrates that some reduction in prices is possible without harming innovation.\(^6\)


The critical distinction, Garthwaite says, is the degree to which prices are lowered: “The important point here is to distinguish between *any* decrease and very *large* decreases.”

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) analyzed the impact on drug development that could result from a large decrease in pharmaceutical industry revenue — as much as $1 trillion dollars over 10 years — from H.R. 3, which was passed by the House of Representatives in 2019. Even given that sizable reduction in revenue, CBO concluded that it would have only a modest impact — reducing the number of drugs coming to market by approximately eight out of 300 over an initial 10-year period and about 30 fewer drugs over the subsequent decade. And as we’ll see later in this report, the absence of these relatively few drugs may have little or no impact on patient well-being.

The fact is that pharma is a highly profitable industry; there is plenty of room to trim profits while maintaining investment in innovation. The profit margins of drug corporations are

---

### Outrageous Margins Leave Plenty of Room To Lower Prices. Three Examples:

#### Insulin

It costs between $3.69 and $6.16 to produce a vial of the most commonly used analog insulins, but the branded versions are priced at between $275 and $289 per vial.\(^9\)\(^10\)

#### Albendazole

Even though this antiparasitic pill can retail for over $400 per tablet, it can be made and distributed for about $13.\(^11\)

#### Revlimid

This anti-cancer drug costs less than a dollar per capsule to make, but is sold at $833 per capsule.\(^12\)\(^13\)
almost three times the average of the S&P 500. Even though one in every five dollars of U.S. health care spending is on drugs, the pharmaceutical industry collects 63 percent of the profits for the entire health sector. The money that U.S.-based drug companies make by charging Americans high prices is 76 percent greater than what’s needed to fund their entire global research and development (R&D) expenditures.

Pharma wants us to think that drug pricing reform will hurt innovation and new drug development by making the pharmaceutical industry unattractive to investors and impeding investments into R&D. The reality is that even if profits were reduced by billions, the drug industry would still be more profitable than most publicly traded companies, and therefore attractive to investors.

Additionally, if drug pricing legislation curbs profits, the industry can maintain or even increase R&D investment by shifting spending on marketing, advertising, and lobbying. Pharmaceutical companies spend $20 billion a year marketing their products to health care providers and another $6 billion in direct-to-consumer advertising. Nine out of 10 big pharmaceutical companies spend more on marketing, sales, and overhead than on research. In 2019, the drug makers that belong to the trade group PhRMA together spent more than $120 million lobbying Congress.

Drug companies would have us believe that any dollar cut from profits is a dollar less spent on inventing cures, but they fail to acknowledge that they choose how to direct dollars. Clearly there is money available from marketing, advertising, and lobbying to lower prices and protect innovation.

The drug industry talks a lot about how reforms to lower prices threaten cutting-edge breakthroughs, but in reality, only a fraction of new medications are truly innovative. Since 1975, only 10 to 15 percent of drugs entering the market represented therapeutic advances; instead, drug companies prioritized the development of existing drugs with minor variations that lack clinical significance.\(^{21}\)

Drug patents offer a stark illustration of this point. Between 2005 and 2015, 78 percent of drug patents were related to drugs already on the market.\(^{22}\) Instead of investing in R&D that could lead to new breakthrough therapies, drug companies spend resources obtaining patents on old drugs — not to improve user experience — but to extend patent protection, prolong monopoly pricing periods, and keep generic competitors off the market.

So if we understand that new drugs are not the same as new cures, a small reduction in new drugs doesn’t pose a threat to innovation. Harvard economist Richard Frank summed it up this way: “If drug companies claim lowering drug prices means somewhat fewer new drug launches, remember that there are numerous new products sold every year whose elimination would have little to no impact on the health of Americans."\(^{23}\)

If our current system of drug development does not result primarily in truly innovative drugs, we can’t let the pharmaceutical industry use the threat of R&D cuts as a scapegoat to thwart reforms. We can create a system that incentivizes valuable innovation that delivers meaningful clinical benefit to patients — instead of repurposing old drugs.


A new drug does not equal new innovation.
Pharma exaggerates the cost of new drugs.

Pharma asserts that it costs $2.87 billion to invent a drug, but that number is grossly exaggerated. This oft-cited claim can be traced to researchers working out of a pharma-funded center at Tufts University whose methods have been widely criticized for their overestimates. Additionally, source data is not disclosed, barring verification of results by independent researchers. Independent analyses put the cost closer to $1 billion. One study in JAMA Internal Medicine put the cost of a new cancer drug at $648 million. Another study from the London School of Economics published in JAMA estimated the median capitalized research and development cost per therapeutic product from 2009 to 2018 was $985 million — about a third of the Tufts estimate. Even if we accept the high range of estimates, policymakers must consider that the return on most drugs exponentially exceeds R&D investments during the monopoly pricing period. In 2019, the top 10 drugs each made between $4.7 billion and $21 billion in sales, with taxpayers driving spending on these blockbusters through publicly funded insurance programs.

Even if we accept the high range of estimates, policymakers must consider that the return on most drugs exponentially exceeds R&D investments during the monopoly pricing period. In 2019, the top 10 drugs each made between $4.7 billion and $21 billion in sales, with taxpayers driving spending on these blockbusters through publicly funded insurance programs.

Drug companies simply charge as much as they think they can get away with. An 18-month congressional investigation concluded that drug companies raised prices not to fund innovation — but to hit profit targets and trigger incentive payments for executives.
Innovation is coming from taxpayers.

The National Institutes of Health (NIH) is the single “largest biomedical research agency in the world.” The trade association PhRMA says all the companies in the entire U.S. biopharmaceutical industry invested an estimated $102 billion in research and development in 2018. The NIH alone spent $36.6 billion that year, a large share of which supported science that is foundational for drug development.

In addition to the NIH, the U.S. government also funded drug-related research in 2018 through the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) and the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) that paved the way for rapid development of groundbreaking new mRNA COVID-19 vaccines. (See “COVID-19 Vaccines Expose Pharma’s Lie” below.)

NIH funding contributed to research associated with all 356 new drugs approved by the FDA from 2010 to 2019, totaling $230 billion. NIH Director Francis Collins confirms: “Finding new treatments thus requires NIH to play a lead role — by investing in the early stage of therapeutic development to ‘de-risk’ such projects.”

---

Mark L. Rohrbaugh, NIH special advisor for technology transfer, says, "The public sector now has a much more direct role in the applied-research phase of drug discovery." In fact, about 1 in 4 new drugs over the last decade have had late-stage taxpayer support in drug development, and those drugs were more likely to be therapeutically significant.

The NIH is the engine for science that leads to innovative new drugs. Research shows that 70 to 90 percent of priority review, first-in-class, or top-selling drugs can be traced to publicly funded research, and 20 to 30 percent of these drugs can be directly linked to publicly funded research. Another extensive study of new drug development from 1984 to 2009 concluded that the "substantial public investment in drug discovery leads to many of the most transformative drugs." Importantly, as NIH Director Collins points out, taxpayer-funded research helps de-risk drug development for private companies, further undermining their claims to high prices based on high risk.

A 2017 study found that "NIH funding generates large numbers of private-sector patents" with "large spillover from the lab to commercial activity." The lead researcher, Pierre Azoulay, a professor at the MIT Sloan School of Management, noted: "If you thought the NIH exists in an ivory tower, you’re wrong. They are the nexus of knowledge that really unifies two worlds."

Research shows "a sustained 10 percent increase in targeted, disease-specific NIH funding yields approximately a 4.5 percent increase in the number of related drugs entering clinical testing." Lower prescription drug prices will allow us to direct government savings to the NIH to support research aimed at drugs that address public health priorities — innovative medicines we need — not just drugs that will produce the highest profits for the pharmaceutical industry.

---

COVID-19 Vaccines Expose Pharma’s Lie

We all celebrate the speed with which COVID-19 vaccines have been developed. Big Pharma claims credit for that innovation, but the truth is that taxpayers and tax-advantaged investment by not-for-profits made it possible to get those vaccines in record time.

In 2018, only 1 percent of research and development projects in pharmaceutical companies were for emerging infectious diseases. In fact, of the 20 companies that spent $2 billion on research and development in 2019, only four had units dedicated to vaccine development.50

But when corporations were not investing in vaccines, U.S. taxpayers did invest through the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). Here’s how the biopharmaceutical industry publication BioCentury explains it:

“(DARPA) has taken risks where others wouldn’t. DARPA was behind the creation of DNA and RNA vaccines, funding early R&D by Moderna Inc. and Inovio Pharmaceuticals Inc. at a time when the technologies were considered speculative by many scientists and investors.”51

Kaiser Health News reports that government funding through a trio of taxpayer-supported entities was key to both early research and late-stage trials, accelerating the entire process to develop COVID-19 vaccines:

“Basic research conducted...at the National Institutes of Health, Defense Department, and federally funded academic laboratories has been the essential ingredient in the rapid development of vaccines in response to COVID-19.”48

The New York Times pointed out the reward derived from all the taxpayer investment:

“A new method of developing vaccines was already waiting to be tested...The government was willing to spend whatever it took, eliminating financial risks and...allowing mass production to begin even before trials were done.”49

When the moment came for Operation Warp Speed, the money for research, production, and distribution overwhelmingly came from the government.52 The Washington Post reported:

“These accomplishments are remarkable, but they are not ‘miracles,’ in the sense that they sprang fully formed from work that began in the spring. They relied on basic research done over decades in government, academic and company research labs. Even the financial model used to insulate vaccine makers from financial risk traced back to an agency that Congress created in late 2006 to incentivize companies to develop urgently needed medicines.”51

One noted industry expert, Jack Scannell, summed it up this way:

“Before we pat the drug industry on the back too much, one has to recognize it got involved in this partly because the whole thing has been de-risked by government.”

Now analysts predict the drug corporations will realize $40 billion in revenue from vaccines in 2021 alone, with windfall profits running as high as 50 to 60 percent.52, 53

---

Pharma’s claim that drugs won’t be available in the United States if we lower prices is a red herring.

Big Pharma likes to point out that more drugs are available — and are available faster — in the United States than in other wealthy countries. It frequently references a white paper from the White House Council of Economic Advisers (CEA) to explain why: “Drug manufacturers usually pursue market access in the United States before other markets due to the higher prices in the United States.”54, 55 The CEA could also have mentioned the other big reason drug companies file for approval first in the United States: It is the largest market in the world.

Given that U.S. prices for drugs are almost four times what many other wealthy nations pay, we can lower prices by a meaningful amount and still offer the highest prices by far in the largest market in the world, preserving the incentive to file first for approval in the United States.56, 57

U.S. prices for drugs are almost four times what many other wealthy nations pay.

There are other important policies in the U.S. drug pricing system that lead to more drugs being available here compared to other countries, none of which would be altered by lowering prices:

- Medicare must cover all drugs in six protected classes, which even PhRMA acknowledges ensures access to these drugs.58, 59
- Medicare must cover at least two drugs in each class of drugs.60
- Medicaid must cover every drug offered by a manufacturer in the United States if the manufacturer agrees to give Medicaid a best price guarantee.61

---

54 Association of Community Cancer Centers v. Alex M. Azar II. Civil Action No. CCB-20-3531 (2020). https://www.phrma.org/-/media/Project/PhRMA/PhRMA-Org/PhRMA-Org/PDF/P-R/PhRMA-Complaint-on-MFN-RuleFiled-2020-12-04.pdf
Aside from the fact that drug corporations often choose to file for approval in other countries later, another reason drugs sometimes come to market abroad after they are available in the United States is that other nations have a more sophisticated process to evaluate the value of drugs to patients. In the United States, every drug approved by the FDA as safe and effective automatically comes to market. Virtually every other wealthy nation in the world has another step post-approval called health technology assessment. The countries examine the actual value of the drug in order to settle on an appropriate price. Drug companies have blocked efforts to use this step in the United States, although many health policy experts think it would improve fair pricing, affordability, and accessibility for patients over the longer term.

CONCLUSION

Big Pharma’s innovation argument just does not stand up to scrutiny. We can’t allow drug corporations to continue to hide behind their threat that if we do anything to curb the industry’s unilateral pricing power, innovation will die.

The truth is that if we don’t do something to restore the balance between pricing to reward innovation while ensuring affordability and accessibility, there is no doubt people will die because they cannot afford the existing drugs they need right now. And we won’t be able to afford the new drugs to come.

---